Abstract: Pancreatic cancer (PC) is a highly lethal disease, mostly incurable when detected. Thus, despite advances in PC treatments, only around 7% of patients survive 5-years after diagnosis. This morbid outcome is secondary to multifactorial reasons, such as late-stage diagnosis, rapid progression and minimal response to chemotherapy. Based on these factors, it is of special relevance to identify PC high-risk individuals in order to establish preventive and early detection measures. Although most PC are sporadic, approximately 10% cases have a familial basis. No main causative gene of PC has been identified but several known germline pathogenic mutations are related with an increased risk of this tumor. These inherited cancer syndromes represent 3% of all PC. On the other hand, in 7% of cases of PC, there is a strong family history without a causative germline mutation, a situation known as familial pancreatic cancer (FPC). In recent years, there is increasing evidence supporting the benefit of genetic germline analysis in PC patients, and periodic pancreatic screening in PC high-risk patients (mainly those with a lifetime risk greater than 5%), although there is no general agreement in the group of patients and individuals to study and screen. In the present review, we expose an update in the field of hereditary and FPC, with the aim of describing the current strategies and implications in genetic counseling, surveillance and therapeutic interventions.
Introduction
Pancreatic cancer (PC) (referred to pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma) is one of the most aggressive cancer, a rapidly progressive disease and mostly incurable when detected. Thus, despite advances in PC treatments, only around 7% of patients survive 5-year after diagnosis. 1 In fact, it is expected to become the second leading cause of cancer death worldwide by 2030. 2, 3 PC development has been commonly related with environmental factors, such as smoking and alcohol consumption. But, while most PC are sporadic, approximately 10% of the cases have a familial basis. 4 No main causative gene of PC has been identified but several known germline pathogenic mutations are related with an increased risk of this tumor. These inherited cancer syndromes represent 3% of all PC. On the other hand, in 7% of cases of PC, there is a strong family history without a causative germline mutation, situation known as familial pancreatic cancer (FPC). 1 Due to the low incidence of PC, with a lifetime risk of 1.5% in general population (seer.cancer.gov/statfacts/html/pancreas.html), screening is not feasible, but it should be considered in high-risk individuals (those with five to tenfold increased risk for PC). This scenario includes hereditary syndromes associated with increased risk of PC and members of FPC. The purpose of screening is the detection of precursor lesions or early cancer. Identification of PC in an early stage could be essential to improve survival, as demonstrated by the small portion of people with localized cancers who reach a 5-year survival rate of 31.5%. 5 Moreover, recent data suggest that some specific germline mutations (mainly related to homologous repair) could be therapeutically targetable and guide personalized therapy. [5] [6] [7] Thus, identifying patients with predisposing genetic factors or FPC seems an attractive strategy for improving clinical outcomes.
In the present review, we expose an update in the field of hereditary and FPC, with the aim of describing the current strategies and implications in genetic counseling, surveillance and therapeutic interventions.
Hereditary Syndromes with Higher Risk of Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma
We define "hereditary pancreatic cancer" when this tumor occurs as a consequence of a known germline pathogenic mutation. These inherited cancer syndromes represent 3% of all PC.
Hereditary pancreatic cancer (HPC) can present in the context of several hereditary syndromes. Diagnosis is usually based upon clinical criteria of the different syndromes associated, followed by a confirmation with a genetic test.
The most frequent genetic alterations are BRCA2, PALB2, ATM, and CDKN2A/p16, and, less frequently, BRCA1, APC, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, PRSS1, and STK11. Hereditary breast and ovarian cancer syndrome (HBOC) due to BRCA2 mutations is the most common form of HPC, and those genes with the highest risk of developing this neoplasm are STK11, PRSS1 CDKN2A/ p16, corresponding to Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (PJS), hereditary pancreatitis (HP) and Familial atypical multiple mole melanoma (FAMMM), respectively. Except in hereditary pancreatitis, the rest of hereditary syndromes predispose to other tumors, and the pancreas is not the main organ affected. The increased risk of PC is calculated based on previous prospective and retrospective series of individuals with some of the above-mentioned germ cell mutations that were reported to have a significantly elevated incidence of PC. In those groups in which PC has been seen to be higher than 5% lifetime or 10 times more often than in general population, screening should be recommended. Hereditary syndromes associated with an increased risk of PC and specific germline mutations are summarized in Table 1 .
Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (PJS)
PJS is an autosomal dominant inherited syndrome characterized by the presence of hamartomatous polyps along the gastrointestinal tract and mucocutaneous hyperpigmentation (both seen in more than 95% and 88% of cases, respectively). 8 Most common neoplasms are breast and colon cancer, followed by pancreatic, stomach and ovarian cancer. The cumulative risk of developing any cancer and specifically PC at 70 years of age is 85% and 11%, respectively (132-fold increased PC risk). 9, 10 In another analysis of 240 PJS patients harboring SKT11 mutation, cumulative PC risk was 8% at 60 years of age.
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A causal germline mutation in the STK11 gene (also known as LKB1), a tumor suppressor gene related with the development of hamartomas and located on chromosome 19p13.3, has been identified in 70.9% of cases. 9 The predominant tumor histology is adenocarcinoma and clinical diagnosis of PJS requires the presence of at least two of the following: a) mucocutaneous pigmentation; b) two or more Peutz-Jeghers-type gastrointestinal hamartomas; c) family history of PJS.
Hereditary Pancreatitis (HP)
HP is a rare disease with an autosomal-dominant inheritance pattern commonly associated with a mutation in the PRSS1 gene. This gene is located on 7q35 chromosome and PRSS1 mutations have an estimated penetrance of 80%. In some other cases, HP is associated with the SPINK gene, located on 5q32 chromosome. HP is a hereditary form of chronic pancreatitis in which symptoms begin between the first and second decades of life. The increased risk for the development of pancreatic cancer in these individuals is estimated to be 26-fold to as high as 87-fold, [12] [13] [14] [15] and cumulative risk of PC varies between 7.2% and 53.5%. 16, 17 Diagnosis is based on the medical history supported by complementary imaging tests and an autosomal-dominant pattern of inheritance.
Familial Atypical Multiple Mole Melanoma (FAMMM)
FAMMM is an autosomal dominant inherited syndrome with incomplete penetrance, characterized by the presence 
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of multiple atypical nevi progressing to melanoma. 18 Patients with FAMMM have a 13-46-fold increased risk of pancreatic cancer compared to the general population, and increased incidence of other cancers such as breast, lung or endometrium is also known. 19, 20 FAMMM is associated with germline mutations in the p16/CDKN2A gene located on chromosome 9p21. The estimated prevalence of CDKN2A mutations among the general population is 0.01%. 21 Although germline mutations in CDKN2A are the main hereditary cause of familial melanoma, there are other genes, including CDK4 and BAP13. 22 The increased risk of pancreatic cancer has been especially associated with the pathogenic variant of p16 (known as p16-Leiden). 20 In terms of mutations in this gene, a study in a Spanish population published in 2014 found a higher prevalence of pancreatic cancer (prevalence rate 2.97, p=0.006) in patients with multiple melanoma who were CDKN2A carriers compared to patients with multiple melanoma with no identified mutation. 23 Cumulative PC risk in FAMMM families harboring CDKN2A mutation is 17% at 75 years of age. 24 The diagnostic clinical criteria for FAMMM are a high number of common and atypical nevi (>50) and history of melanoma in one or more first or second-degree relatives. 25 The incidence of mutations in CDKN2A is in fact greater in individuals with three or more melanomas and/or in families with at least one member with melanoma and two or more relatives of the first or second degree diagnosed with adenocarcinoma of the pancreas. According to the family melanoma database, the Melanoma Genetics Consortium (GenoMEL; https:// genomel.org/), the presence of pancreatic cancer is a strong positive predictive indicator of pathogenic mutation in CDKN2A. Thus, of 466 families with melanoma, 185 (40%) were mutation carriers in CDKN2A. Within families with mutation, 49 (28%) had a family history of pancreatic cancer. And of the 66 families with melanoma and pancreatic cancer, 49 (74%) were carriers of mutation in CDKN2A. The frequency of mutation in families with only melanoma was significantly lower, only 33% (compared to 74% when there were both neoplasms in the family).
Hereditary Breast and Ovarian Cancer Syndrome (HBOC)
HBOC is an autosomal dominant inherited syndrome that is genetically caused by inactivating mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes that are involved in the homologous recombination repair pathway. This disorder is associated with an increased risk of breast cancer, ovarian cancer and other types of cancer, including prostate, male breast, melanoma, pancreatic and gastric cancer. BRCA2 is widely accepted to be a PC precursor, while there is not so evidence in BRCA1, although there is evidence of a 2-fold increased risk of PC in BRCA1 carriers. [26] [27] [28] According to a recent study including 613 BRCA1 and 459 BRCA2 mutation carriers, Mersch et al 29 reported
that BRCA2 mutation carriers had 21.7-fold increased risk of PC (95% confidence interval [CI]: 13.1-34.0), whereas the presence of a BRCA1 mutation did not significantly increase the risk of pancreatic adenocarcinoma. PALB2 is another gene that encodes a protein that may function as tumor suppressor. This protein binds to and colocalizes with the breast cancer 2 early onset protein (BRCA2) in nuclear foci and likely permits the stable intranuclear localization and accumulation of BRCA2. Increasing evidence is progressively available supporting PALB2 as a susceptibility gene for pancreatic cancer. 30 Mutations on this gene seem to be less frequent and, although robust evidence is lacking, individuals presenting these mutations could have a 6-fold increased PC risk. 31 
Lynch Syndrome (LS) or Hereditary Nonpolyposis Colorectal Cancer
LS is an autosomal dominant inherited syndrome where tumors develop from germline mutations in mismatch repair genes (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6 and PMS2). Mismatch repair dysfunction results in loss of protein expression and microsatellite instability (MSI) in tumors. LS is associated mainly with an increased risk of colorectal cancer, although it also carries a risk of other tumors such as endometrial, ovarian, stomach, bile duct, small bowel, pancreatic, ureter and renal pelvis cancer, as well as skin cancer (sebaceous tumors, in the variant known as Muir-Torre syndrome) and central nervous system tumors (glioblastomas and astrocytomas, in the variant known as Turcot syndrome). With regard to PC, Kastrinos et al described that this syndrome increases PC risk by 8.6-fold and a cumulative PC risk of 3.7% at 70 years of age. 32 There is recent evidence relating this increased risk of PC in LS mainly with MLH1 mutation carriers. 33 
Familial Adenomatous Polyposis (FAP)
FAP is an autosomal dominant inherited syndrome associated with germline mutations in the APC gene (chromosome 5q21-q22). Diagnostic suspicion is based on 2 main 
Familial Pancreatic Cancer Definition and Epidemiology
"Familiar pancreatic cancer" (FPC) has been defined by consensus opinion as: "families with two or more firstdegree relatives (FDRs) with PC who don´t meet criteria for a known PC-associated hereditary syndrome". 8, 42 Therefore, definition of FPC excludes the situations in which a causative germline mutation are identified. 43 This scenario accounts for approximately 80% of PC clustering, suggesting that additional genetic, epigenetic, or environmental factors may contribute to PC development.
Phenotype and Risk
First reports demonstrating that PC risk is increased in individuals with a family history were published in 1970s. Then, several case-control and cohort studies have been published quantifying this risk according to the number of family members affected, describing a 2-to 5-fold excess of PC in FDRs of patients with PC. 44 These observations led to the creation of family registries, both in USA and The NFPTR demonstrated a nine-fold greater risk of developing PC among individuals with an FDR with PC in the setting of FPC, compared to a 1.8-fold greater risk for those with an FDR with sporadic PC. 47 Additionally, among FPC kindreds, having two or three FDRs with PC was associated with a 6.4-fold and 32-fold greater risk of developing PC, respectively. 47 Therefore, the risk for developing PC in FPC kindreds is dependent on the number of FDRs affected ( Table 1) . As occurs in sporadic cases, smoking is the strongest exogenic risk factor in the setting of FPC, particularly in people younger than 50 years. It increases the risk of PC by 2 to 3.7 times over the inherited predisposition and decreases the age of onset in 10 years. 47, 48 Similar to other familial cancers, FPC shows a trend toward a younger onset than sporadic cases (FPC 58-68 years vs 61−74) 44 and an ethnic deviation. 49 The lifetime risk of PC also increases with decreasing age of onset of PC in family members. 50 In addition, European registries have observed an anticipation phenomenon in FPC scenario. Thus, a large European study investigated 106 FPC families through three generations and found that from one generation to the next, the age of death from PC was younger with each generation. Subsequent studies performed by EUROPAC and FaPaCa confirmed this event, showing an earlier development of PC by 10 years in 59% to 80% of FPC families. 45, 51 Finally, one study, using complex segregation analysis has shown evidence for a yet-unidentified autosomal dominant, high-risk allele influencing the onset age of PC present in 7/1000 individuals. This study observed a 32% lifetime risk for PC development at age 85 years. 52 The complexity in cancer risk assessment has led to the development of a risk prediction model (PancPRO) to provide more detailed risk estimates for individuals from FPC kindreds that take into account the ages at diagnosis, family size, and the relationship between family members. 53 
Indication of Germline Analysis
Traditionally germline testing to rule out a hereditary syndrome in the context of a PC is indicated only if the patient or family meets the criteria of one of the known syndromes described above. Recently this approach has been changing for less restricted criteria. Families that meet CPF criteria and do not meet the criteria of any other hereditary syndrome represent up to 80% of families with PC aggregation. Some recent studies 27, 28 have reported germline mutations in the most frequent genes (BRCA1, BRCA2, PALB2, CDKN2A, ATM) related to hereditary pancreatic syndromes, in up to 10% of these families even without other extra-pancreatic manifestations. Moreover, there is recent evidence 37, 54, 55 revealing that 5-8% of the patients with PC without cancer family history are carriers of a germline mutation in a gene that predisposes to this neoplasia. Based upon this, there is a trend to support the use of multigenic panels in any patient with PC (regardless age of diagnosis or cancer family history) or at least perform the germline genetic test in families with CPF criteria or patients with early onset PC. 56 The analysis should include the following pancreatic cancer predisposition genes: BRCA1, BRCA2, PALB2, CDKN2A, ATM, TP53, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, STK11, as well as PRSS1/SPINK1 and CFTR if the clinical is suggestive of hereditary pancreatitis or cystic fibrosis, respectively. If a hereditary syndrome is diagnosed (with an identified germline mutation), the presymptomatic genetic study it recommended on the relatives to establish who are carriers of the germline mutation, and therefore require surveillance. In case of ruling out a hereditary syndrome, the diagnosis of familial pancreatic cancer (if it meets the criteria for family aggregation) or sporadic pancreatic cancer will be established. In case of familial pancreatic cancer, the appropriate screening recommendations should be established ( Figure 1 ). 
PC-Hereditary syndrome
Consider PC screening in relatives Although large studies confirming mortality benefit of pancreatic screening are lacking, emerging data suggest screening in individuals at high risk is associated with downstaging of incident cancers. 57, 58 Thus, these screening programs are progressively extended. 1. Individuals diagnosed with PJS or HP 2. CDKN2A, BRCA1/BRCA2, mutation carriers with at least one affected first or second degree-relative 3. Individuals with three or more affected first-degree, second-degree or third-degree relative 4. Individuals with two affected relatives including one FDR However, the International Cancer of the Pancreas Screening (CAPS) recommendations (2013) differ slightly from those described above: 59 1. Individuals diagnosed with PJS 2. CDKN2A, BRCA2 or MMR gene mutation carriers with at least one affected first degree-relative 3. Individuals with at least two FDR affected A recent prospective study published in 2016 with a longterm follow-up showed that surveillance of CDNK2A mutation carriers is relatively successful, detecting most PCs at a resectable stage, while the benefit of surveillance in families with FPC is less evident. 58 
Figure 2
Candidates for pancreatic cancer screening. *Evidence and consensus for screening in these mutation carriers is not solid. PC, pancreatic cancer; FPC, familial pancreatic cancer.
Although there is general agreement in screening patients in context of PJS, FAMMM, PH, and HBOC (due to BRCA2 mutation), FPC, there is heterogeneity of indications between centers regarding other syndromes and mutations. This discordance reflects the lack of solid evidence supporting the convenience of screening in some specific groups, such as MMR, BRCA1, or ATM mutations. In this sense, there is an ongoing prospective clinical trial (CAPS5, The Cancer of the Pancreas Screening-5) (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/ NCT02000089) that classifies individuals in different risk groups based upon their relative risk of PC, establishing different screening recommendations in each group. Figure 3 describes the 5 groups that are candidates for screening according to this study. More studies and solid evidence are needed to define the appropriate indications for PC screening.
WHEN
The mean age of PC diagnosis in patients with a PC highrisk syndrome is 68.18, but it is observed an anticipation effect; thus, successive generations usually develop the tumor younger. 50 The CAPS Consortium recommends screening in patients with family history of PC at the age of 50, while it is also accepted start 10 years before the youngest PC case. However, in PJS screening should be offered at the age of 30 years (or 10 years before the youngest case) and in HP at the age of 40 years (or 10 years before the youngest case). A recent study published in 2018 that included 86 individuals who underwent PC screening (median of 29.8 months follow-up) concluded that PC screening in patients with known genetic mutations under the age of 50 has low yield. 61 For now, no consensus for the age to initiate PC screening exists and it must be individualized, but in general terms, the recommended age of onset of screening is 50 years (or 10 years before the age of the younger affectionate relative), up to 75-80 years, except in PJS and HP that entail an increased risk of early cancer and therefore the screening strategy is different as described above. 62 Regarding the periodicity, the most accepted recommendation is to perform the exploration annually.
HOW
Whereas computed tomography is the imaging test of choice when evaluating PC resectability, it has a low sensitivity for small pancreatic neoplasms. 63, 64 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) are the most used in the detection of small asymptomatic pancreatic lesions. 65 Harinck et al observed that
MRI and EUS results are complementary since MRI seems to show a greater sensitivity in the identification of cystic lesions and EUS in the detection of solid lesions. 66 However, given its ability to take ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration and to detect lesions measuring less than 10 mm, EUS should be if possible the first option.
57,60,67

WHY
A systematic review published in 2015 analyzed the benefits and harms of pancreatic cancer screening in familial high-risk individuals. Sixteen studies on pancreatic cancer screening were included. Pancreatic cancer screening resulted in a higher curative resection rate (60% vs 25%, P = 0.011) and longer median survival time (14.5 vs 4 months, P < 0.001) compared with the control group. 68 Recently, Canto et al observed in a long-term (16-year) follow-up study of individuals at high-risk for PC (354 individuals at high risk were included) that most PCs detected during surveillance (9/10) were resectable, and 85% of these patients survived for 3 years. 57 Compared to natural progression of PC, it supposes an important increase of survival in these patients. Nevertheless, pancreatic resection is an aggressive surgery with potential risks, and while PC screening appears to be promising, more data are needed to conclude about its long-term benefits.
When possible, pancreatic surveillance should be performed at centers with the appropriate expertise to manage individuals at increased risk for PC. In asymptomatic patients, prophylactic total pancreatectomy is not indicated. The aim of screening is to detect PC precursor lesions or early-stage cancer (such as intraductal papillary mucinous tumor, intraepithelial pancreatic neoplasm grade 3, mucinous cystic neoplasms and early cancers -T1N0M0-) with the ultimate goal of decrease morbid-mortality in these individuals. 60 If a pancreatic lesion is observed, there is no consensus on the type of pancreatic resection that should be classified, whether partial or total pancreatectomy. The type of surgical intervention must be individualized, discussing with the patient the risks including the potential of overtreatment and unnecessary resections.
Biomarkers for Screening and Early Detection of PC in High-Risk Individuals
Based upon the aggressiveness of PC and its high mortality, there is no doubt of the imperative need for the development of novel and robust strategies for the detection of precursor lesions and early-stage PC, and the subset of individuals at high-risk for PC represents the group with the greatest benefit of these biomarkers to facilitate the screening of this neoplasia. An ideal biomarker should be non-invasive, costeffective and with a high sensitivity and specificity to detect early tumors or precursor lesions (PanIN and cystic lesions with high-grade dysplasia) in order to improve the overall survival.
There are several studies with promising biomarkers for the early detection of PC, mainly in blood, but also in urine, 69 and stool DNA 70 and more interestingly in pancreatic juice; as well as biomarkers in cystic fluid to distinguish between malignant or benign lesions. However, there are very limited data on the usefulness of biomarkers in the screening of asymptomatic individuals at high-risk for PC.
Blood-Based Markers
Carbohydrate antigen 19-9 (CA 19-9) and carcinoembryonic antigen, as well as other glycoproteins such as AACT, THBS1 and HPT, 71 Another interesting approach is the measurement of circulating exosomes. Exosomes are small membrane vesicles (30-100 nm) released from diverse cell types under both normal and pathological conditions. These secreted vesicles carry intracellular cargo, including mRNA, miRNA, lipids, metabolites, and/or proteins and can be used as diagnostic markers, i.e. one study 78 observed high levels of glypican-1 in patients with pancreatic cancer in comparison with healthy controls. Also, there is a special focus in circulating tumor DNA (ct-DNA) for early detection and, specifically in PC, mutated KRAS is the main ct-DNA marker, detected in up to 50% of patients with localized pancreatic cancer and 85% of patients with advanced disease, 79 although there is still an important heterogeneity in the results and detection methods to generalized their use in a screening set. Finally, to increase the diagnostic accuracy of circulating markers, especially in a surveillance scenario, recently some researchers are evaluating combination of biomarkers. For example, Bartsch et al 80 
Cystic Fluid Markers
Benign pancreatic cystic lesions are frequently difficult to distinguish from the malignant cysts, and the main goal of the biomarkers in this setting is to obtain an accurate diagnosis. In this sense, identification of genetic mutations in cystic fluid is a helpful tool, i.e. GNAS mutation is associated to IPMN, KRAS mutation is present in up to 90% of mucinous cystic lesions, and VHL mutations are related to serous cystic lesions. 81 
Pancreatic Juice Markers
In the last years, there is an increased interest in pancreatic juice as a source of different kind of diagnostic biomarkers, such as proteins, 82 genetic mutations (such as KRAS, TP53 and SMAD4 in PC samples) 80, 83 and methylated DNA markers. 84 Specifically in the screening context of high-risk patients, analysis of pancreatic juice biomarkers added to regular endoscopic ultrasound could be an interesting and feasible screening approach, and there are some research groups that had evaluated some options. For example, in a study 85 with 272 individuals under a PC screening program, KRAS mutations in duodenal juice samples were detected in 73% of PC patients, 50% of screening individuals with and without pancreatic abnormalities and 19% of controls (p<0.005).
Other study 86 using digital next-generation sequencing of a 12-gene panel in pancreatic juice samples from high-risk individuals under pancreatic surveillance, patients with PC or precursor lesions and controls observed a significantly higher proportion of mutations in samples from pancreatic cancer or high-grade dysplasia in comparison with all other subjects (46.6 ± 69.7 vs 6.2 ± 11.6, p=0.02) representing a 72.2% sensitivity and 89.4% specificity (area under the curve= 0.872) and especially mutations in TP53/SMAD4 could distinguish patients with pancreatic cancer or high-grade dysplasia from all other subjects with 61.1% sensitivity and 95.7% specificity (area under the curve= 0.819). Thus, there have been great advances in the study of biomarkers for the diagnosis of pancreatic cancer, but there is still a long way to go to generalize their use in routine clinical practice. Further studies are needed to evaluate their potential diagnostic utility, especially in individuals undergoing pancreatic screening and surveillance.
Treatment Implication
Due to the aggressiveness and lack of response to chemotherapy, PC is one of the most lethal cancers worldwide and constant research is focused on the achievement of better therapeutic strategies. In this sense, during the last years, there is increasing evidence of the benefit of tailored treatment strategies based on the presence of specific germline mutations, as is already done in other tumors (such as ovary and breast). The main promising targetable genetic alterations in PC are related to DNA damage associated agents, especially related to homologous recombination. Among the germline genetic mutations involved in this pathway, there are BRCA1, BRCA2, PALB2, ATM, CHEK2, and some studies address the potential targeted therapy in these hereditary syndromes, suggesting the better response to platinum-based chemotherapy and to poly (adenosine diphosphate) ribose polymerase (PARP) inhibitors. Table 2 Platinum-based agents cause DNA double-strand breaks and homologous recombination deficiency leads to lack in DNA repair process, favoring the tumor response. Thus, retrospective studies have observed a better overall survival in germline BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers. Interestingly, Golan reported in a cohort of 71 BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers a superior overall survival in patients with locally advanced and metastatic PC treated with platinum in comparison with those treated with non-platinum chemotherapies (22 vs 9 months; p=0.039). Another small retrospective study 88 Regarding, PARP inhibitors, as platinum agents, cause DNA double-strand breaks and hinder DNA damage and repair. Recent data support the potential benefit of these drugs as second-line therapy in advanced PC and in stable disease in BRCA germline mutation carriers. Among these agents, olaparib is the best known and studied. One Phase II study 89 ) have been studied in small cohorts of germline BRCA carriers, revealing a modest effect ( Table 2) .
The results of the mentioned studies have given rise to further trials in order to confirm the effectiveness of these drugs in a homologous recombination setting. For example, a randomized Phase 2 trial is currently ongoing (NCT01585805) evaluating cisplatin and gemcitabine with and without veliparib for BRCA+ PC. Also, there are trials evaluating PARP inhibitors as a first-line therapy instead of second-third line treatment.
Finally, immunotherapy in cancer is gaining weight in several types of tumors, although the response in pancreatic cancer is limited, probably due to the tumor microenvironment, restricted T-cell infiltration, and tumor immunogenicity. 94 There are several studies with immune checkpoint inhibitors 95, 96 [Cytotoxic TLymphocyte-Associated Antigen-4 (CTLA-4), PD-1, or PD-L1], engineered T-cells 97 (Chimeric Antigen Receptors, CAR-T), agonistic immunotherapy (CD40), 98 myeloid immunotherapy 99, 100 (CCR2, CSF-1R, CXCR2), as well as therapeutic vaccines 101, 102 (GVAX, hTERT), although the results are heterogeneous but some of them promising. Based upon disappointed results to a singleagent therapy, there is a continuous effort to modulate the immune response in PC with a multi-target strategy, such as immunomodulators in combination with vaccines to induce anti-tumor T cells. Based on the presence of specific germline mutations, there are favorable results observed in mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency tumors (associated with Lynch syndrome) treated with immune checkpoint blockade 103 and some studies evaluating the role of these therapies in combination with PARP inhibitors in patients with BRCA and PALB2 mutations, as well as describing specific immune profiles in correlation with specific mutational signatures in PC. 104 Thus, in 2017 a study 105 evaluated the response to pembrolizumab (anti-PD-L1 antibody) in 86 patients with MMRdeficiency tumors, including 8 PC, and an overall response rate of 62.5% and complete response of 25% in the PC subgroups. Although these results are encouraging, the proportion of MMR-deficiency tumors in the context of hereditary syndromes (Lynch syndrome) is very low, and most of them are secondary to somatic mutations. 106 Finally, another attractive approach of immunotherapy, especially in individuals at high-risk for PC, is the use of vaccines to prevent the progression of premalignant or earlystage lesions, 107, 108 although the preclinical data is still limited.
Conclusions
The underlying genetic cause has not been identified in a high percentage of families with PC aggregation, although recent evidence suggests that germline mutations are more common than previously thought because many cases do not meet classical criteria for genetic testing. Due to the increasing use of next-generation sequencing and multigene panels associated with the less restrictive indications of genetic testing and therapeutic implications, the approach of genetic counseling is rapidly changing, and a multidisciplinary group within specialized centers is mandatory to achieve the best management strategies in terms of screening, surveillance, and treatment. Although in the last years significant progress has been made in the identification and surveillance of individuals with an increased risk of pancreatic cancer, there is a long way to go in order to improve the global management of these individuals. For example, non-invasive biomarkers are promising as screening methods and diagnosis of preneoplasic lesions, such as epigenetic modifications, exosomal markers, and circulating cell-free DNA in blood and pancreatic juice. These biomarkers could be used as complementary with the imaging tools, in order to avoid under and overdiagnosis lesions in PC-high risk populations.
Nowadays diagnosis of a hereditary syndrome in context of PC has not only a genetic consoling purpose but also potential targeted therapies based upon specific germline mutation, opening a window into the era of precision medicine.
Further larger and longer prospective, randomized studies are needed to evaluate the appropriateness of germline genetic testing, screening programs (who, how, when, including noninvasive biomarker panels) and tailored therapies in the context of hereditary/familial pancreatic cancer.
